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Excitons in van der Waals heterostructures: The important role of dielectric screening
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The existence of strongly bound excitons is one of the hallmarks of the newly discovered atomically thin semiconductors. While it is understood that the large binding energy is mainly due to the weak dielectric screening in two dimensions, a systematic investigation of the role of screening on two-dimensional (2D) excitons is still lacking. Here we provide a critical assessment of a widely used 2D hydrogenic exciton model, which assumes a dielectric function of the form \( \epsilon(q) = 1 + 2\pi\alpha q \), and we develop a quasi-2D model with a much broader applicability. Within the quasi-2D picture, electrons and holes are described as in-plane point charges with a finite extension in the perpendicular direction, and their interaction is screened by a dielectric function with a nonlinear \( q \) dependence which is computed \textit{ab initio}. The screened interaction is used in a generalized Mott-Wannier model to calculate exciton binding energies in both isolated and supported 2D materials. For isolated 2D materials, the quasi-2D treatment yields results almost identical to those of the strict 2D model, and both are in good agreement with \textit{ab initio} many-body calculations. On the other hand, for more complex structures such as supported layers or layers embedded in a van der Waals heterostructure, the size of the exciton in reciprocal space extends well beyond the linear regime of the dielectric function, and a quasi-2D description has to replace the 2D one. Our methodology has the merit of providing a seamless connection between the strict 2D limit of isolated monolayer materials and the more bulk-like screening characteristics of supported 2D materials or van der Waals heterostructures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Atomically thin semiconductors [1] such as graphene, hexagonal boron-nitride (hBN), and MoS\(_2\) are presently being intensely studied due to their extraordinary optoelectronic properties. It is characteristic for these two-dimensional (2D) semiconductors that excitonic effects play a fundamental role, substantially modifying the optical spectrum by introducing states within the band gap that couple strongly to light and shift the onset of optical transitions to lower energies [2–7]. Knowledge of the nature of the excitonic states is thus essential for device engineering [8–12]. The well known Mott-Wannier model [13], which schematizes the exciton as a bound electron-hole pair interacting via a statically screened Coulomb interaction, is widely used to estimate exciton binding energies and radii in bulk materials. The main approximations behind the Mott-Wannier model are essentially three: (i) The real band structure is replaced by two parabolic bands. (ii) The microscopic shape of the conduction and valence band wave functions is neglected. (iii) The dielectric function is assumed to be local in real space, i.e., \( q \) independent in reciprocal space. For 2D materials, the performance of the Mott-Wannier model and the validity of the underlying approximations have still not been systematically investigated. The present work focuses on (iii), which is the only approximation where the role of the reduced dimensionality represents a qualitative difference from the 3D case.

For bulk semiconductors the macroscopic dielectric constant is defined as the limiting value of \( \epsilon(q) \) as \( q \rightarrow 0 \). For a 2D semiconductor this definition cannot be straightforwardly adopted since \( \epsilon(q = 0) = 1 \). In fact, for 2D systems the dielectric function is strongly \( q \) dependent, and a more elaborate treatment of the screening is required [14–16]. This issue has been treated by several authors [14,15,17,18], who envisioned the 2D material as a strict 2D system, i.e., mathematically 2D, with a dielectric function of the form

\[
\epsilon_{2D}(q) = 1 + 2\pi\alpha q,
\]

where \( \alpha \) is the 2D polarizability of the layer, which can be computed \textit{ab initio}. The screened electron-hole interaction energy then follows

\[
W_{2D}(q) = -\frac{2\pi}{q} \epsilon_{2D}^{-1}(q),
\]

where \( 2\pi/q \) is the 2D Fourier transform of \( 1/r \). This form of interaction has the merit of leading to an analytical expression in real space, and it has been successfully used to describe exciton binding energies and radii of several 2D systems [15,17,18]. We note that the form \( 1/q \) for the interaction and Eq. (1) for the dielectric function are consistent approximations which both become exact in the limit of vanishing thickness of the material, i.e., the strict 2D limit. However, to the best of our knowledge the validity range and limitations of these approximations have not previously been systematically explored.

In this paper we relax the assumptions behind the 2D model, adopting a microscopic approach that accounts for both the finite thickness of the layer and the full wave-vector dependence of the dielectric function. In the case of isolated monolayers, ours quasi-2D (Q2D) description agrees well with the established strict 2D model, providing a justification for the latter. However, in the case of 2D layers supported by semi-infinite substrates or for thicker, i.e., few-layer, 2D materials, we find it important to account for the finite thickness and include the full nonlinear \( q \) dependence of the dielectric function. In a recent paper we introduced a method for calculating the dielectric function of general...
layered materials (so-called van der Waals heterostructures [19–21]) where the dielectric functions of the individual layers are computed \textit{ab initio} and subsequently coupled together electrostatically [22]. In the present work we use this method to compute the screened electron-hole interaction and solve the resulting quasi-2D Mott-Wannier model for various types of heterostructures. We show that the exciton binding energy and radius can be effectively tuned by controlling the screening via the heterostructure environment. Surprisingly we find that the radius can be effectively tuned by controlling the screening via electrostatically [22]. In the present work we use this method function, i.e.,

\[ V_{12} = \int d\mathbf{r} d\mathbf{r}' \frac{\rho_1(\mathbf{r})\rho_2(\mathbf{r}')}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|}. \]  

(3)

In the case of two point charges confined to a 2D plane [see Fig. 1(a)], each charge distribution is given by a delta function, i.e., \( \rho_i(\mathbf{r}) = q_i \delta(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}_i|) \), leading to an interaction in reciprocal space:

\[ V_{2D}(q_i) = \frac{2\pi q_i^2}{|q_i|}. \]  

(4)

Now we consider two charge distributions confined in a slab with finite thickness. We want to treat the real system, which is actually 3D, using an effective 2D description. We do this by depicting the charge distributions as lines of charge [Fig. 1(b)]. In other words, we assume that the charge densities are delta functions in-plane and have a certain distribution out-of-plane. The simplest approximation for the out-of-plane distribution is a step function of thickness \( d \). This translates to \( \rho_i(\mathbf{r}_i,z) = \frac{\delta(|\mathbf{r}_i| - |z - z_0|)}{|z - z_0|} \), with \( z_0 \) the center of the material in the perpendicular direction, which leads to an interaction energy of the form (see Appendix B)

\[ V_{Q2D}(q_i) = \frac{4\pi q_i^2}{d|q_i|^2} \left[ 1 - \frac{2}{|q_i|^2} e^{-|q_i|d/2} \sinh \left( \frac{|q_i|d}{2} \right) \right]. \]  

(5)

It is instructive to note that in the limit of \( q_i d \ll 1 \) we recover the 2D potential energy, while for \( q_i d \gg 1 \) we get the 3D one (calculated in-plane):

\[ V_{Q2D}(q_i) = \begin{cases} \frac{2\pi q_i^2}{|q_i|^2}, & q_i d \ll 1, \\ \frac{4\pi q_i^2}{|q_i|^2}, & q_i d \gg 1. \end{cases} \]  

(6)

III. SCREENED INTERACTION

The (inverse) microscopic dielectric function gives the total potential to first order in the applied external potential,

\[ V_{tot}(\mathbf{r}) = \int d\mathbf{r}' \epsilon^{-1}(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r}') V_{ext}(\mathbf{r}'). \]  

(7)

Notice that, since we are interested in static screening properties, we only considered a time-independent external perturbation. In standard \textit{ab initio} calculations for 3D periodic systems, the dielectric matrix is calculated within the random phase approximation (RPA), which in plane-wave representation takes the form

\[ \epsilon_{\mathbf{G}G'}(\mathbf{q}) = \delta_{\mathbf{G}G'} - v(\mathbf{q} + \mathbf{G}) \tilde{V}_{\mathbf{G}G'}(\mathbf{q}) \]  

(8)

with \( v(\mathbf{q} + \mathbf{G}) \) the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential and \( \chi \) the noninteracting response function. For a 3D periodic system, the total potential resulting from a plane-wave external potential \( V_{0e} e^{i\mathbf{q} \cdot \mathbf{r}} \) has the form

\[ V_{tot}(\mathbf{r}) = \tilde{V}_{\mathbf{q}e}(\mathbf{r}) e^{i\mathbf{q} \cdot \mathbf{r}}, \]  

(9)

where \( \tilde{V}_{\mathbf{q}}(\mathbf{r}) \) is a lattice periodic function. Since usually we are interested in macroscopic fields, we define the 3D macroscopic dielectric function as

\[ \frac{1}{\epsilon_M(\mathbf{q})} \equiv \frac{\langle \tilde{V}_{\mathbf{q}e}(\mathbf{r}) \rangle_{\Omega}}{V_0} = \epsilon_{0\Omega}(\mathbf{q}), \]  

(10)

where \( \langle \cdots \rangle_{\Omega} \) denotes a spatial average over a unit cell. Note that in general \( \epsilon_M(\mathbf{q}) \neq \epsilon_{0\Omega}(\mathbf{q}) \) due to local field effects [23].

A. Macroscopic dielectric function for 2D semiconductors

When Eq. (10) is applied to an \textit{ab initio} calculation describing a 2D material as an infinite set of parallel sheets separated by a vacuum region of thickness \( L \), \( \epsilon_M(\mathbf{q}) = 1 + O(1/L) \) [16]. This is a consequence of an averaging region much larger than the effective extension of the electron density around the material. The standard definition in Eq. (10) becomes meaningless in this case, which is the reason why relatively different values for \( \epsilon_M \) have been reported for monolayer MoS\textsubscript{2} in the recent literature [4,24,25]. Therefore the definition of the macroscopic dielectric function has to be revised, accounting for the finite thickness. From the first equality in Eq. (10), it is natural to substitute an average along the entire unit cell in the out-of-plane direction with an average over a confined region describing the actual extension of the electronic density. In practice, we average the in-plane coordinates \((\mathbf{r}_i)\) over the unit cell area \( A \) and the out-of-plane coordinate from \( z_0 - d/2 \) to

![FIG. 1. Sketch of the (a) pure 2D and (b) quasi-2D Coulomb interaction. In the latter case the point charges can be thought of as lines of charge extending along the thickness of the material.](image-url)
FIG. 2. (Color online) Macroscopic dielectric functions for (a) hBN and (b) MoS2. The bulk(black), along with the Q2D (green) and 2D (blue) static dielectric functions are illustrated, the latter corresponding to the linear fits in the small \( q_z \) region. For these calculations the \( q_z \) values are taken along the \( \Gamma - K \) direction, but the homogeneity of the materials has been numerically verified. The parameters used in the linear response ab initio calculation are discussed in Sec. V.

\[ z_0 + d/2, \text{ where } z_0 \text{ denotes the center of the material and } d \text{ its width. The macroscopic dielectric function then becomes} \]

\[
\frac{1}{\epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}(q_z)} = \frac{(\bar{V}_q(r))_{A,d}}{V_0} + \frac{2}{d} \sum_{G_{z}} e^{iG_{z}z} \frac{\sin(G_{z}d/2)}{G_{z}} \epsilon_{G_{z},0}^{-1}(q_z),
\]

with \( \epsilon_{G_{z},0}^{-1}(q_z) \) calculated from \( \chi_{GG_{z}}^{0}(q_z) \) according to the RPA expression in Eq. (8). We stress that it is essential to use a truncated Coulomb potential in Eq. (8) in order to decouple the layers in neighboring supercells [16]. Note that we used the label Q2D since this definition of macroscopic dielectric function is consistent with the Q2D picture, as we show later on. As a rule of thumb we choose \( d \) to be the distance between the layers in the bulk form, but the results for excitons are not very sensitive to this choice, as we show in the next session.

The \( q \) dependence of the static dielectric function is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of monolayer hBN and MoS2. Without loss of generality, the \( q_z \) values reported in the plot are chosen to be along the \( \Gamma - K \) direction. Indeed, further numerical tests show that the dielectric function is isotropic, i.e., it is not significantly affected by different direction choices. In the low-\( q_z \) regime the dielectric function approaches 1, as expected for 2D materials [16]. We mention in passing that the dielectric functions of a large collection of 2D materials are available in the Computational Materials Repository [26]; see Refs. [27] and [22].

In the plots we also show the linear fit relevant for small \( q_z \) as well as the bulk dielectric function. We see that for \( q_zd \ll 1 \) a linear \( \epsilon \) is a viable approximation and we are in a 2D regime. In particular the 2D linear polarizability \( \alpha \) can be calculated from the slope of the linear fit. On the other hand, when \( q_zd \gg 1 \), the bulk behavior of the dielectric function is recovered.

B. Screened Interaction in reciprocal space

To account for the screening in the charge-charge interaction we modify Eq. (3), introducing the dielectric function

\[
W_{12} = \int_{\mathbb{V}} d\mathbf{r} d\mathbf{r}' e^{iK_0(\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}')} \frac{\rho_1(\mathbf{r})\rho_2(\mathbf{r}')}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|}.  
\]

In the following, we specialize to the case of electron-hole interaction. Assuming an in-plane delta function distribution and an unspecified \( z \) dependence for the charge densities we can easily work out an expression for the screened interaction energy in reciprocal space:

\[
W(\mathbf{q}_1) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\mathbf{z} d\mathbf{z}' \rho_\mathbf{c}(z,\mathbf{q}_1)\epsilon_{00}^{-1}(z,z',\mathbf{q}_1)\phi_\mathbf{h}(z',\mathbf{q}_1).  
\]

Here \( \rho_\mathbf{c}(z,\mathbf{q}_1) \) is the out-of-plane density distribution for the electron and \( \phi_\mathbf{h}(z,\mathbf{q}_1) \) is the out-of-plane potential generated by the hole. For details on how this potential is calculated, see Appendix A. To study excitons in hBN and MoS2, we take the out-of-plane electron and hole distributions to be \( \rho_\mathbf{c,h}(z) = \mp \int_{\mathbb{A}} d\mathbf{r} |\psi_\mathbf{e,h}(\mathbf{r},z)|^2 \), with \( e \) and \( v \) the conduction and valence band indices respectively and \( K \) the high symmetry point of the first Brillouin zone, since for both materials that is where the lowest bound exciton is localized [1,28]. Furthermore, in Eq. (13) we have introduced a mixed representation for the dielectric function, specifically

\[
\epsilon_{00}^{-1}(z,z',\mathbf{q}_1) = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{G_{z}} e^{iG_{z}z} \epsilon_{G_{z},0}^{-1}(\mathbf{q}_1) e^{-iG_{z}z'}.  
\]

Note that taking \( G_{z} = G_{z} = 0 \) corresponds to an in-plane macroscopic dielectric function, which also accounts for local field effects.

To illustrate the effect of screening, Fig. 3 shows how a potential generated by either the step function density distribution or the actual hole density distribution is screened by hBN and MoS2. In all cases the density distribution is normalized to 1. The possibility of using either the actual electron/hole out-of-plane density distribution (Fig. 4) or simply a step-function gives us two different approximations to calculate the screened interaction within the Q2D picture.

In the case of step-function density distributions, we can find an analytic expression for the screened potential in Eq. (13), if we make a further approximation. Indeed, if instead of considering the full \( z \) dependence of \( \phi_\mathbf{h}(z,\mathbf{q}_1) \) we take its average value within a region of thickness \( d \) around the layer, and then screen the resulting constant potential by the macroscopic dielectric function, the general expression Eq. (13) reduces to (see Appendix C)

\[
W_{\text{Q2D}}(\mathbf{q}_1) = -\frac{4\pi}{d|q_z|^2} \epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}^{-1}(q_z) \times \left[ 1 - \frac{2}{|q_z|^2} e^{-|q_z|d/2} \sinh \left( \frac{|q_z|d}{2} \right) \right] = \epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}^{-1}(q_z)V_{\text{Q2D}}(q_z),  
\]

where \( \epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}^{-1}(q_z) \) is the macroscopic dielectric function defined in Eq. (11). We thus see that \( \epsilon_{\text{Q2D}} \) is the natural dielectric function to be used in the quasi-2D picture.
For each of the two different Q2D models for the screened electron-hole interaction, we can associate a Q2D dielectric function, defined as the ratio between the bare and the screened potential:

$$\epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}(q_\parallel) = \frac{\left\langle \rho_{\gamma}^{\ast}(q_\parallel) \phi_{\gamma}(q_\parallel) \right\rangle}{\left\langle \rho_{\gamma}^{\ast}(q_\parallel) \phi_{\gamma}(q_\parallel) \right\rangle},$$

(16)

where for simplicity we have used a bracket notation for the integration over $z$ and $\gamma = \text{steps,ws}$ indicates whether the potentials are calculated from step functions or actual electron and hole density distributions. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the two dielectric functions thus obtained together with $\epsilon_{\text{Q2D}}$ from Eq. (11) for hBN and MoS$_2$. Clearly the curves perfectly agree in the low-$q_\parallel$ regime, while deviations appear for higher values. This observation is consistent with the fact that for small wave vectors the total potentials are flat and therefore well approximated by the Q2D average value (see Fig. 3). As we show later, the relevant $q_\parallel$ region for the screening is the one below the the black vertical line representing the inverse exciton radius, calculated from the \textit{ab initio} Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) (see Sec. V). Therefore the three different Q2D approaches can be considered equivalent when dealing with excitons in these monolayer materials.

FIG. 3. (Color online) $z$ dependence of the total potentials (solid lines) coming from external perturbations (dashed lines) at different in-plane wave vectors in the case of hBN [(a) and (c)] and MoS$_2$ [(b) and (d)]. Left panels: The external perturbation is generated by a step function density distribution (insets). Right panels: The external perturbation is generated by the actual hole out-of-plane density distribution (insets), which is calculated as $\rho_h(z) = \int_{V} d\mathbf{r}_h |\psi_{\mathbf{r},K}(\mathbf{r}_h,z)|^2$, with $v$ indicating the valence band and $K$ the high symmetry point of the first Brillouin zone. In all cases the density distributions are normalized to 1.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Valence (red) and conduction (green) band densities for (a) hBN and (b) MoS$_2$ calculated at the $K$ point.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Macroscopic dielectric functions for (a) hBN and (b) MoS$_2$. The different dielectric functions are calculated with the three different approaches explained in the text: dielectric function from actual electron and hole distributions (magenta), dielectric function from step function distributions (cyan), and Q2D dielectric function (green). The vertical line represent the radius of the exciton in reciprocal space.
C. Screened interaction in real space

To obtain the form of the screened interaction energy in real space we Fourier transform Eq. (13):

\[
W_{Q2D}(\mathbf{r}) = -\frac{2}{d} \int_0^\infty dq \frac{J_0(q|\mathbf{r}|)}{q} \epsilon_{Q2D}(q) \left[ 1 - \frac{2}{qd} e^{-qd/2} \sin \left( \frac{qd}{2} \right) \right],
\]

where \( J_0(x) \) is the zeroth-order Bessel function and where we used the fact that the dielectric function is isotropic. This is the quasi-2D interaction which can be compared to its strict 2D counterpart defined in Eq. (2) [15]:

\[
W_{2D}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{1}{4\alpha} \left[ H_0(x) - N_0(x) \right]_{x=r/2\pi},
\]

where \( H_0(x) \) and \( N_0(x) \) are the Struve and Neumann functions respectively. We stress here that the parameter \( \alpha \) can be estimated from the slope of the fit in Fig. 2. We note that, while this procedure of calculating the 2D polarizability differs from the same equation but including the screening as estimated from the slope of the fit in Fig. 2. We note that, while this procedure of calculating the 2D polarizability differs from this procedure of calculating the 2D polarizability differs from the standard one, it is equivalent. In the case of MoS\(_2\), for example, we obtain a value of 5.9 \( \text{Å} \) which agrees well with the value of 6.6 \( \text{Å} \) obtained in the literature [18].

In Fig. 6 we report the numerical results for different interaction energies: the bare Q2D (black) obtained from Eq. (17) setting \( \epsilon_{Q2D} \) to 1, the screened Q2D (green) obtained from the same equation but including the screening as \( \epsilon_{Q2D} \) and the screened 2D (blue) calculated from Eq. (18). The results are shown for both hBN and MoS\(_2\).

We note that the bare Q2D interaction agrees with \(-1/r\) beyond a distance given by the layer thickness \( d \). Furthermore we see that increasing the layer thickness (going from hBN to MoS\(_2\)) reduces the bare Q2D interaction strength as expected from Eq. (17). Including the screening reduces the interaction strength even further. The reduction is most significant when using the linear dielectric function (strict 2D screening) as expected from Fig. 2, which shows that \( \epsilon_{2D}(q) > \epsilon_{Q2D}(q) \) for all \( q \). We see that, apart from a significant deviation for electron-hole separation smaller than roughly 1 \( \text{Å} \), the 2D and Q2D screened interactions agree and both show a logarithmic dependence for \( r \rightarrow 0 \). It is not surprising that the behavior at short electron-hole separation is the same since both \( W_{2D}(q) \) and \( W_{Q2D}(q) \) go as \( 1/q^2 \) for large wave vectors. In particular the logarithmic divergence can be understood directly as the two-dimensional anti-Fourier transform of \( 1/q^2 \). For distances larger than the layer thickness, all the interactions (screened and bare) approach the same value \((-1/r)\), meaning that screening is completely absent in the asymptotic limit.

D. Importance of the thickness parameter

We now return to the problem of choosing the external parameter \( d \) entering the Q2D dielectric function. In Fig. 7 we show the Q2D dielectric function and the corresponding interaction when \( d \) is varied by \( \pm10\% \) around the interlayer distance in bulk MoS\(_2\). To the left of the maximum, \( \epsilon_{Q2D} \) is insensitive to \( d \) since the induced potential is constant over the averaging region. Also in the high \( q \) limit, \( \epsilon_{Q2D} \) is not affected. This is because for these wave vectors the induced potential is in practice negligible. In general, increasing (decreasing) \( d \) decreases (increases) \( \epsilon_{Q2D} \) in the large wave-vector region. Despite the fact that the variation in the dielectric function is fairly visible for intermediate \( q \) values, the screened interaction is barely modified. This is because the bare Q2D one shows an opposite dependence on \( d \), such that the product \( W_{Q2D}(q) = \epsilon_{Q2D}^{-1}(q) W_{Q2D}(q) \) stays essentially unchanged. In terms of exciton binding energies we have found that a \( \pm10\% \) variation in \( d \) leads to a correction of less than 0.01 eV.

IV. GENERALIZED MOTT-WANNIER MODEL

An accurate description of excitonic effects requires the solution of a computationally demanding many-body problem, namely the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) [29,30]. However, it is well known for 3D systems that a satisfying qualitative description can be obtained modeling the exciton as a hydrogenic atom constituted by an excited electron-hole pair interacting via a statically screened Coulomb interaction. In this section we generalize such a model to the Q2D case.
The Bethe-Salpeter two particle Hamiltonian for a 2D periodic system is given by

\[
H_{n_i\nu_i\k_i}^{2P}(\mathbf{q}_i) = (\varepsilon_{n_i\k_i} - \varepsilon_{n_i\k_i})\delta_{n_i\nu_i}\delta_{\k_i\k_i}
+ (f_{n_i\k_i} - f_{n_i\k_i} + q_i)K_{n_i\nu_i\k_i}(\mathbf{q}_i),
\]

(19)

where \(n_i\) are band indices, \(\mathbf{k}_i\) are vectors in the first 2D Brillouin zone, and \(\mathbf{q}_i\) is the in-plane momentum transfer, or exciton center-of-mass momentum. In the following we specialize to the case of vertical transitions, i.e., \(\mathbf{q}_i = 0\). \(K\) is the kernel containing the exchange and the screened direct Coulomb interaction. This Hamiltonian describes scattering processes between two electron-hole pairs excited by an external perturbation. In general these processes should involve all the occupied and unoccupied states in the spectrum; however, when the conduction and valence bands are well separated, it is often a good approximation to include only the valence and conduction band states. Together with the Tamm-Dancoff approximation, this assumption allows us to express the resonant part of the two-particle Hamiltonian as

\[
H_{\text{res}}^{2P(\text{res})} = (\varepsilon_{\mathbf{k}} - \varepsilon_{\mathbf{k}})\delta_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{k}} + K_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{k}'},
\]

(20)

The kernel is given by

\[
K_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{k}'} = -\int d\mathbf{r} d\mathbf{r}' \psi_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{r}}^*(\mathbf{r})W(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r}')\psi_{\mathbf{k}'\mathbf{r}'}(\mathbf{r}')
+ 2\int d\mathbf{r} d\mathbf{r}' \psi_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{r}}^*(\mathbf{r})\psi_{\mathbf{k}'\mathbf{r}'}^*(\mathbf{r})W(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r}')\psi_{\mathbf{k}'\mathbf{r}'}(\mathbf{r}'),
\]

(21)

where \(|\psi_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{r}}\rangle\), with \(\alpha = (v,c)\), represents single-particle Bloch states for the valence and conduction band, \(W(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r}') = \int d\mathbf{r}'' \rho_{\mathbf{r}''}(\mathbf{r})\rho(\mathbf{r})\) is the screened interaction potential, and \(\rho_{\mathbf{r}''}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{1}{V}\int d\mathbf{r}' \delta(\mathbf{r}'' - \mathbf{r}')\) is the bare Coulomb potential. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (21) is the direct screened electron-hole potential while the second is the Coulomb exchange. Our full \textit{ab initio} solution of the BSE shows that the exchange term only slightly decreases the exciton binding energy by 0.08 eV and 0.02 eV for hBN and MoS\(_2\), respectively. This amounts to less than 5% of the total binding energy, and we therefore neglect the exchange contribution in the rest of the paper.

Throughout the BZ we consider the valence and conduction band wave functions to be plane waves in the in-plane direction and in the out-of-plane direction equal to \(\psi_{\mathbf{r}z}(z) = (f_k d\mathbf{r}'|\psi_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{r}'}(\mathbf{r}',z)|^2)^{1/2}\) up to a normalization factor and with \(\alpha = v,c\). With this approximation and proceeding as for Eq. (13), the kernel becomes

\[
K_{\mathbf{k}\mathbf{k}'} = \frac{1}{A} W(|\mathbf{k} - \mathbf{k}'|),
\]

(22)

where \(W(\mathbf{k})\) is the screened interaction in Eq. (13), which can be evaluated in the various ways described in the previous section, depending on the level of approximation.

Completely analogous to the 3D case, we can introduce the envelope function \(F(\mathbf{r}_1)\), defined as \(F(\mathbf{r}_1) = \sum_k e^{-ik\mathbf{r}_1} A(\mathbf{k})\),
exciton changes by less than 0.01 eV if the BSE Hamiltonian is constructed from the four highest and four lowest conduction bands. As reported previously [5,16], BSE binding energies in 2D materials are extremely sensitive to the \(k\)-point grid. We therefore perform BSE calculations with up to 60 \(\times\) 60 \(k\)-points, for which we get binding energies of 2.07 eV and 0.54 eV for hBN and MoS\(_2\) respectively. Furthermore, assuming a linear dependence of the binding energy with respect to \(1/\rho_{kpts}\), we extrapolate the results to infinite \(k\)-points sampling (see Fig. 8).

B. Results

The values for binding energy of the lowest bound exciton obtained with the different models for the screened electron-hole interaction along with the extrapolation from the BSE are reported in Table II. We first observe that there is practically no difference in the binding energies obtained from the Mott-Wannier model using either the Q2D or 2D screened interaction. Moreover, the result from the Mott-Wannier model(s) are within 0.3 eV and 0.18 eV of the BSE result for hBN and MoS\(_2\), respectively. We consider this a reasonable agreement given the simplicity of the model.

In Table II we also report the binding energies obtained when the electron-hole interaction is calculated numerically from Eq. (13) using step functions and actual electron and hole density distributions. As pointed out in the discussion of Fig. 5, we expect these two other approaches to give the same description of excitons. Indeed, the binding energies we obtained are in perfect agreement with the Q2D and 2D model results.

The agreement between the Q2D and 2D descriptions can be understood by looking at the \(q\)-space extension of the lowest bound exciton wave function shown in Fig. 9. We see that for both hBN and MoS\(_2\) the exciton is confined to a rather narrow region around the \(K\) point. A localization of the exciton in \(q\)-space means that the relevant contribution to the electron-hole interaction comes from the low wave-vector regime. From the calculated excitonic wave functions in real space we obtain inverse exciton radii of 0.29 Å\(^{-1}\) for hBN and 0.07 Å\(^{-1}\) for MoS\(_2\). Both of these values are comparable to \(1/d\) (0.31 Å\(^{-1}\) and 0.16 Å\(^{-1}\), respectively). As we have seen previously, in this limit the Q2D screened interaction reduces to the strict 2D

---

**TABLE II.** Numerical values for energy (in eV) of the lowest bound excitonic state at the direct gap. Both the BSE and the models are based on LDA \textit{ab initio} calculations. The exchange contribution is not included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>(E_{b}^{\text{BSE}})</th>
<th>(E_{b}^{\text{Q2D}})</th>
<th>(E_{b}^{\text{2D}})</th>
<th>(E_{b}^{\text{step}})</th>
<th>(E_{b}^{\text{ref}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hBN</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoS(_2)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 8.** (Color online) Convergence plot for the binding energy obtained from the BSE solution against the inverse of the \(k\)-points density. Extrapolation to infinite \(k\)-point sampling is shown. In the BSE the exchange contribution is left out. The horizontal dashed lines show the results given by the Q2D model.
one, explaining the similarity of the binding energies obtained with the two descriptions.

To conclude this section, we notice that in the evaluation of the screened electron-hole interaction, we neglected the in-plane spatial variation of the conduction and valence band wave functions. The validity of this approximation can be checked by performing a BSE calculation where the screened interaction potential is evaluated using a dielectric matrix \(\epsilon_{GG}^{\text{sc}}\) where all matrix elements except for those where \(G_1 = G_2 = 0\) are set to zero. In other words, we neglect all the in-plane high frequency spatial variations of the wave functions. With this constrictive we obtain a binding energy of 2.21 eV for hBN and 0.44 for MoS\(_2\). The neglect of in-plane variations of the wave functions is thus responsible for 0.15 eV (hBN) and 0.01 eV (MoS\(_2\)) of the observed discrepancy between the Mott-Wannier model and the full BSE calculation.

VI. EXCITONS IN LAYERED STRUCTURES

In this section, we show that a linear approximation for the dielectric function breaks down when applied to excitons in multilayered structures. While it is possible to include the nonlinear \(q\) dependence of the dielectric function within a strict 2D model, the Q2D description turns out to be necessary to quantitatively capture screening effects.

A. The quantum electrostatic heterostructure (QEH) model

In order to calculate exciton binding energies in a layered structure we first need the dielectric function. This can be obtained using the quantum-electrostatic heterostructure (QEH) model that we introduced recently [22]. In brief, the underlying procedure in the calculation of the dielectric function can be divided in two parts. In the first part the full density response function of each isolated layer, calculated from first principles, is used to obtain the monopole/dipole components of the density response function as well as the spatial profile of the electron densities in the \(z\) direction induced by a monopole/dipole field. We refer to these data sets as the dielectric building block of the individual layer. In the second part, the dielectric building blocks are coupled together via the Coulomb interaction to give the dielectric matrix for the full structure. The dielectric matrix obtained from the QEH model can be used to obtain the electron-hole interaction according to

\[
W(q_i) = \rho^{\text{T}}(q_i)\epsilon^{-1}(q_i)\rho(q_i),
\]

where \(\rho(\phi)\) is the electron density (hole induced potential) vector expressed in a basis set of monopole/dipole densities (potentials). The basis set of induced densities and potentials is also used as (left and right) basis functions for representing \(\epsilon^{-1}\). To be more explicit an arbitrary density vector \(\rho\) can be represented as \(\rho^\text{T} = [\rho_M, \rho_D, \rho_{2M}, \rho_{2D}, \ldots, \rho_{NM}, \rho_{ND}]\) where \(\rho_{i\alpha}\) with \(\alpha = M, D\), is the induced monopole/dipole density at the layer \(i\). A completely equivalent expression can be formulated for the induced potentials.

It is clear that the equation above is just a simple rewriting of Eq. (13) in terms of a minimal monopole/dipole basis. We point out that this formalism takes the full extent of the layers in the out-of-plane direction into account, and is therefore consistent with the Q2D picture described in the previous sections. In Ref. [22] we showed, based on the comparison with full \(ab\ initio\) calculations, that the monopole/dipole basis is sufficient to obtain an accurate description of the dielectric and plasmonic properties of different layered heterostructures. We mention that in literature [35,36] the effect of environmental screening has been already investigated using a classical approach, proposed by Keldysh [37], based on the formation of image charges. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has only been applied to systems with a 2D layer embedded in two semi-infinite dielectric media. Furthermore, within this classical treatment, the intrinsic nonlocalities in the dielectric properties of the media and 2D layer are completely disregarded. Our method, instead, provides a quantum mechanical description of the nonlocal screening and can be applied to heterostructures of arbitrary thickness.

B. Breakdown of the linear screening model

As an example we consider two different types of heterostructures. The first, which we refer to as “on-top,” consists of MoS\(_2\) on top of \(n\) layers of hBN. The second, which we refer to as “sandwich,” consists of an MoS\(_2\) layer encapsulated in \(n\) layers of hBN; see Figs. 10(a) and 10(c). The interlayer distance between MoS\(_2\) and hBN is set to 5.1 Å. In Figs. 10(b) and 10(d) we show the dielectric function of the MoS\(_2\) layer as well as the linear approximation as a function of the in-plane wave vector for different number of hBN layers. The effective dielectric function of MoS\(_2\) in the heterostructure is defined along the lines of Eq. (16):

\[
\epsilon(q) = \frac{\rho^{\text{T}}(q)\phi(q)}{\rho^{\text{T}}(q)\epsilon^{-1}(q)\phi(q)},
\]

FIG. 10. (Color online) Left panels: The on-top (a) and sandwich (c) arrangements of the MoS\(_2\)/hBN heterostructures. Right panels: Effective dielectric function (full line) for the on-top (b) and sandwich (d) configurations. The linear approximations to the dielectric function is shown by dashed lines. The shaded regions in (b) and (d) represent the range of inverse exciton radii found for the considered structures. The \(q\) values below these regions are relevant for screening the electron-hole interaction, and for the thicker structures this region extends beyond the linear regime of \(\epsilon(q)\).
sandwich configurations, respectively. These values represent the Q2D (green) and 2D (blue) approaches.

exciton for the [(a) and (c)] on-top and [(b) and (d)] sandwich configuration. A pronounced feature that shifts towards low \( q \) between an electron and a hole in the MoS\(_2\) layer.

The results are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). We then proceed to calculate the binding energy of the lowest bound exciton as a function of the number of hBN layers. It converges towards 0 when the full dielectric function is used, the binding energy at screening the electron-hole interaction as the distance from the environment is included. It is, of course, possible within the 2D picture to couple a stack of 2D materials, each described by a linear dielectric function, using the QEH model. In this section we explore the validity of such an approach using the Q2D results obtained in the previous section as a reference.

From Fig. 10, we notice that adding hBN layers to MoS\(_2\) changes the shape of the dielectric function, introducing a pronounced feature that shifts towards low \( q \) as the number of hBN layers is increased. This shoulder-like feature can be explained as an interplay between the 3D and 2D screening characters. When more hBN layers are added to the heterostructure, the system tends toward a bulk limit, where the dielectric function is larger than 1 for \( q \parallel = 0 \). However, the heterostructure has a finite thickness and, as required by the 2D limit, when \( q \parallel \ll 1/d \) the dielectric function is 2D-like and becomes 1 for \( q \parallel = 0 \). This leads to a sharp drop in the binding energy of the lowest bound exciton as a function of the number of hBN layers. Adding more layers only causes a slight variation. Obviously, this is due to the fact that hBN is less effective at screening the electron-hole interaction as the distance from MoS\(_2\) is increased. For the same reason, the screening is more pronounced in the sandwich configuration than in the on-top configuration.

We then proceed to calculate the binding energy of the lowest bound exciton in the MoS\(_2\) layer for the two different configurations, using both the full wave vector dependent dielectric function (quasi-2D) and its linear approximation (strict 2D). The results are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). When the full dielectric function is used, the binding energy converges towards 0.40 eV and 0.31 eV for the on-top and sandwich configurations, respectively. These values represent the bulk limits, i.e., MoS\(_2\) on a hBN substrate and MoS\(_2\) encapsulated by two semi-infinite stacks of hBN. The reduction in binding energy of 0.2 eV for the on-top configuration is in good agreement with the experimentally determined change in exciton energy of WS\(_2\) when adsorbed on SiO\(_2\) \cite{38} (the bulk dielectric constants of SiO\(_2\) and hBN are similar). In contrast, the assumption of linear dielectric screening completely fails in estimating the exciton binding energies. Indeed, it quickly diverges from the Q2D results, yielding much too small binding energies. This behavior results from the continuously increasing slope of the dielectric function, eventually arriving at a condition of perfect screening (infinite slope).

We model the layered structure as infinitesimally thin planes described by 2D building blocks, as opposed to the Q2D ones used previously, and couple them electrostatically via the QEH. While it is straightforward to define multipole response function and induced density components when a finite thickness is considered, in 2D only the monopole components have an obvious definition. Within the 2D picture, the monopole induced density is described by a delta function centered at the layer position \( z \). The component of the 2D response function of the (isolated) layer may be obtained from the corresponding 2D dielectric function in Eq. (1):

\[
\chi_{\text{2D}}^{\alpha}(q_{\parallel}) = \frac{q_{\parallel}}{2\pi} \left[ \epsilon_{\text{2D}}^{-1}(q_{\parallel}) - 1 \right] = -\frac{\alpha q_{\parallel}^2}{1 + 2\pi \alpha q_{\parallel}}. \tag{26}
\]

For strict 2D layers, the Coulomb interaction between monopole charge densities in layers at \( z_j \) and \( z_k \) takes the form

\[
V_{\ell M,\ell M}(q_{\parallel}) = \frac{2\pi e^{-q_{\parallel}|z_j - z_k|}}{q_{\parallel}}, \tag{27}
\]

which reduces to the standard 2D Coulomb interaction in reciprocal space for coupling within the layer.

To test the QEH with 2D building blocks, we consider the "on-top" structure of the previous paragraph and in Fig. 12 we report the effective dielectric function and energy of the lowest bound exciton as a function of the number of hBN layers. It
is clear that the 2D dielectric function of the supported MoS$_2$ deviates significantly from the Q2D result [see Fig. 10(b)] for larger $q_{\parallel}$. However, for smaller $q_{\parallel}$ the 2D function actually reproduces qualitatively the nonlinear structure of the Q2D result. In terms of exciton binding energy, we observe a convergence to a finite value when the number of layers of hBN is increased, but the reduction in binding energy compared to the free-standing layer is 50% smaller than the reduction obtained with the Q2D approach. The underestimation of the screening can be ascribed essentially to two reasons. First, the potential generated by a 2D induced density decays faster than the actual one, making the neighboring layers less effective at screening the electron-hole interaction. Second, the dipole response of the layers, which would increase the screening even more, is not included. In particular we mention that, within the Q2D approach, removing the dipole contribution increases the converged value of the binding energy by 0.07 eV. To conclude, we have shown that, even though the 2D model does capture the essential nonlinear shape of $\epsilon(q_{\parallel})$ in the small $q_{\parallel}$ regime, it underestimates the effect of environmental screening and consequently predicts too small changes in exciton binding energies due to substrate effects.

**D. Transition from 2D to 3D excitons in MoS$_2$**

As a final example, we study the 2D to 3D transition of the exciton in MoS$_2$. In layered bulk materials, the Mott-Wannier equation can be written as follows:

$$\left[-\frac{\nabla^2}{2\mu_{\parallel}^{ext}} - \frac{\nabla^2}{2\mu_{\perp}^{ext}} + W(r)\right] F(r) = E_b F(r), \quad (28)$$

where typically the exciton mass in the out-of-plane direction is much higher than that in the in-plane directions ($\mu_{\perp}^{ext} \gg \mu_{\parallel}^{ext}$). Consequently, we can neglect the out-of-plane component of the kinetic energy and be left with the 2D Mott-Wannier model. Additionally, the in-plane effective mass does not vary considerably going from monolayer to bulk MoS$_2$ as shown in Ref. [39]. Therefore, the main difference between the physics of excitons in monolayer and layered bulk is contained in the screened potential rather than the geometric confinement.

Based on this, it is tempting to model the bulk exciton as an electron-hole pair confined to a single layer but with an interaction screened by the bulk environment. To test this we consider a multilayer MoS$_2$ structure and calculate the binding energy of an exciton localized in the central MoS$_2$ layer using the Q2D Mott-Wannier model with screened potential calculated from the QEH model. The results for the binding energy as a function of the number of MoS$_2$ layers are plotted in Fig. 13. As expected, the reduction of the exciton binding energy is larger when the monolayer is embedded in MoS$_2$ than in the case of hBN [Fig. 11(b)]. Amazingly, the binding energy converges towards a value of 0.16 eV, only 0.03 eV higher than the previously reported ab initio value for bulk MoS$_2$ [40]. This shows that the different nature of excitons in 2D and layered 3D materials is mainly caused by the screening, while quantum confinement plays a minor role.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

In this work we have presented a systematic study of the screening properties of two-dimensional semiconductors and layered structures. Taking into account the finite extension of the 2D material in the out-of-plane direction, we have proposed a general quasi-2D picture to describe the screened electron-hole interaction in the context of excitons. We have shown that, in the case of isolated layers, the excitons are typically large enough that the screening can be described by a linear dielectric function consistent with a strict 2D picture. On the other hand, for multilayer structures where the screening properties are intermediate between the 2D and 3D regimes, it is essential to include the nonlinear $q$ dependence of the dielectric function. If this is done and a quasi-2D description is employed, very satisfactory results are obtained for both monolayer and multilayer structures using the same theoretical framework. In combination with a recently introduced scheme for computing dielectric functions of layered materials [22], this makes it possible to model exciton physics in general van der Waals heterostructures at very low computational cost.
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APPENDIX A: POISSON’S EQUATION FOR LINES OF CHARGE

Charges in 2D materials can be depicted as lines extending over the thickness of the layer. The potential generated by a line of charge can be calculated from the Poisson equation,

\[ \nabla^2 \phi(r) = -4\pi \rho(r). \]  

(A1)

Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the line of charge, it is convenient to Fourier transform in the in-plane direction and rewrite Eq. (A1) as

\[ -|q|^2 \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \xi(z, q) - |q|^2 \xi(z, q) = -4\pi |q|^2 \rho(z). \]  

(A3)

To make the notation more intuitive, in the text we redefine the out-of-plane potential generated by a line of charge as

\[ \phi(z, q) = \frac{1}{|q|^2} \xi(z, q). \]

APPENDIX B: UNSCREENED Q2D INTERACTION

In this Appendix we derive the expression for the Q2D unscreened charge-charge interaction energy in Eq. (5). According to our Q2D picture and assuming a charge distribution \( \rho_1(z_1) = \frac{Q}{|q|^2} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{\xi} - |z - z_0| \right) \), the unscreened charge-charge interaction in reciprocal space can be written as

\[ V_{Q2D}(q) = \frac{Q q^2}{A} \int_V d\mathbf{r} \int_V d\mathbf{r}' \frac{\theta\left( \frac{\pi}{\xi} - |z - z_0| \right) e^{i q \mathbf{r} \cdot \mathbf{r}'}}{|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|} \]

\[ = \frac{1}{|q|^2} \int_{z_0 + d/2}^{z_0 - d/2} dz \phi(z, q) \]

\[ = \frac{4\pi e^{-i q \cdot r_1}}{|q|^2} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{\xi} - |z - z_0| \right) e^{-i q \cdot r_1}. \]

(B2)

Plugging this result in Eq. (B1) and integrating in-plane and along \( z \) separately, we recover the expression Eq. (5)

APPENDIX C: SCREENED Q2D INTERACTION

In the following we show how to derive the expression for the Q2D screened electron-hole interaction energy reported in Eq. (15). For charge distributions of the kind \( \rho_1(z_1) = \frac{Q}{d} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{d} - |z - z_0| \right) \), the screened interaction reads

\[ W_{Q2D}(q) = 4\pi e^{-i q \cdot r_1} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{d} - |z - z_0| \right) e^{-i q \cdot r_1} \]

\[ \times \int_V d\mathbf{r}' \frac{1}{|\mathbf{r}' - \mathbf{r}|} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{d} - |z' - z_0| \right) e^{i q \cdot r_1}. \]

(C1)

As done in Appendix B, we can interpret the integral in the second line as the potential in Eq. (B2). In order to keep the calculation analytic, we approximate \( \phi(z, q) \) with its average inside the slab in the out-of-plane direction as

\[ \phi(z, q) \simeq \frac{1}{d} \int_{z_0 + d/2}^{z_0 - d/2} dz \phi(z, q) \]

\[ = \frac{4\pi e^{-i q \cdot r_1}}{|q|^2} \theta\left( \frac{\pi}{d} - |z - z_0| \right) e^{-i q \cdot r_1}. \]

(C2)

Inserting the last expression in Eq. (C2) and integrating in-plane, we get

\[ W_{Q2D}(q) = V_{Q2D}(q) \int_{z_0 - d/2}^{z_0 + L/2} dz \int_{z_0 - L/2}^{z_0 + L/2} e^{-i q \cdot r_1} = V_{Q2D}(q) e^{-i q \cdot r_1}. \]

(C3)


